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ABSTRACT

One reason for the success of in-memory (transactional) data grids lies on their ability to fit elasticity requirements imposed by the cloud oriented pay-as-you-go cost model. In fact, by relying on in-memory data maintenance, these platforms can be dynamically resized by simply setting up (or shutting down) instances of so-called data cache servers. However, defining the well suited amount of cache servers to be deployed, and the degree of in-memory replication of slices of data, in order to optimize reliability/availability and performance tradeoffs, is far from being a trivial task. To cope with this issue, in this article we present a framework for high performance simulation of in-memory data grid systems, which can be employed as a support for timely what-if analysis and exploration of the effects of reconfiguration strategies. The framework consists of a discrete event simulation library modeling differentiated data grid components in a modular fashion, which allows easy (re-)modeling of different data grid architectures (e.g., characterized by different concurrency control schemes). Also, the library has been designed to be layered on top of the open source ROOT-Sim parallel simulation engine, natively offering facilities for optimized resource usage in the context of model execution on top of multi-core and cluster based architectures. Finally, instances of data-grid models supported by the framework have been validated against real measurements obtained by deploying the Infinispan data grid onto Amazon EC2 virtual clusters, and running the well known TPC-C benchmark. By the experiments we demonstrate closeness of simulation outputs and real measurements, while jointly showing extreme scalability of the framework, in terms of speedup and ability to manage extremely large data grid models.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of cloud computing, we have experienced the proliferation of a new generation of in-memory, transactional data platforms, often referred to as NoSQL data grids, among which we can find products such as Red Hat’s Infinispan [12], VMware vFabric GemFire [19], Oracle Coherence [15] and Apache Cassandra [14]. These platforms well meet the elasticity requirements imposed by the pay-as-you-go cost model since they (a) rely on a simplified key-value data model (as opposed to the traditional relational model), (b) employ efficient in-memory replication mechanisms to achieve data durability (as opposed to disk-based logging) and (c) natively offer facilities for dynamically resizing the amount of hosts within the platform.

However, one aspect that still represents a core issue to cope with is related to how to (dynamically) dimension and configure the system in order to, e.g., match a predetermined Service Level Agreement (SLA), while also minimizing operating costs related to, e.g., renting the underlying virtualized infrastructure. In fact, forecasting the scalability trends of real-life, complex applications deployed on distributed in-memory transactional platforms is an extremely challenging task. Specifically, as also shown in [8], when the number of nodes in the system grows and/or the workload intensity/profile changes, the performance of these platforms may exhibit strong non-linear behaviors, which are imputable to the simultaneous, and often inter-dependent, effects of congestion affecting both physical (CPU, memory, network) and logical (conflicting data accesses by concurrent transactions) resources.

Recent approaches have tackled the issue of dynamically reconfiguring these platforms via the reliance on analytical modeling, machine-learning techniques or a combination of the two approaches (see, e.g., [8]). In this article we provide
an orthogonal solution which is based on high performance simulation techniques. Specifically, we provide a framework for simulating data grid platforms on top of high performance parallel discrete event simulation (PDES) engines, particularly the open source ROOT-Sim engine [11]. The framework can be exploited for timely what-if analysis in order to determine what would be the effect of reconfiguring various parameters, like:

- number of cache servers within the platform;
- degree of replication of the data-objects;
- placement of data-copies across the platform.

Hence, it can be exploited in order to timely determine well suited configurations (e.g., minimizing the cost for the underlying virtualized infrastructure) vs variations of the volume of client requests, the actual data conflict and the locality of data access. It can also be used for long term planning within SLAs in order to determine whether to accept some scale-up in the maximum sustainable volume of requests, and at what cost for the customer (as a reflection of the planned costs for the underlying infrastructure).

The framework has been developed as a library implementing data grid models developed according to the traditional event-driven approach, where the evolution of each individual entity to be simulated within the model is expressed by a specific event-handler. These event handlers have been implemented in order to make them compliant with the programming model offered by the ROOT-Sim parallel/distributed simulation environment. Hence the library can be natively hosted on top of a run-time environment allowing high performance model execution via transparent parallelization/synchronization of the running code on multi-core machines and clusters.

On the other hand, the library has been structured in order to provide a means for easy development of data grid models offering specific facilities and supporting proper algorithms (e.g. in terms of management of the consistency of replicated data). In particular, distributed data grids relying on two-phase-commit (2PC) as the native scheme for cache server coordination (as typical of most of the mainstream implementations [12]), have an execution pattern already captured by the the skeleton model offered by the library. Hence, differentiated data management protocols could be easily implemented via the framework. Models natively offered within the framework include data grids ensuring repeatable read semantics, which are based on lazy locking. Primary data ownership vs multi-master schemes are also natively offered.

Fidelity of the provided skeleton and models has been demonstrated by comparing simulation outputs with real measurements achieved by running the TPC-C benchmark [18] on top of the Infinispan data grid system by JBoss/RedHat, namely the mainstream data layer for JBoss applications, on virtualized infrastructures hosted by Amazon EC2.

On the other hand, from the experimental study we also show how the framework can provide speedup and fast delivery of simulation outputs for largely scaled up models.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related work. The framework architecture is presented in Section 3. Experimental data are reported in Section 4.

2. RELATED WORK

The issue of optimizing the configuration of data grids has been addressed in literature according to differentiated methodologies. The work in [8] provides an approach where analytical modeling and machine learning are jointly exploited in the context of performance prediction of data grid systems hosted on top of cloud based infrastructures. The analytical approach is mainly focused on capturing dynamics related to the specific concurrency control algorithm adopted by the data grid system, while machine learning is targeted at capturing contention effects on infrastructure-level resources. Differently from our approach, this work copes with a specific data grid configuration (hence a specific data management algorithm) to which the analytical model is targeted. Instead, we offer a framework allowing the modeling of differentiated data management schemes, which does not even impose specific assumptions on the workload profile (in fact real execution traces can be used to drive the simulated data access). Also, the employment of machine learning, which requires the actuation of training, does not always allow reliable extrapolation of performance values related to configurations that significantly diverge from those that have been observed in the training phase. This problem is avoided via the approach we propose since we purely rely on simulation. The latter consideration also applies to the proposal in [6], which provides data grid reconfiguration schemes based on pure machine learning.

One approach close to our proposal has been presented in [17], where a simulation layer is provided entailing capabilities of simulating data grid systems. Differently from the present proposal, the architecture of the simulation system is based on a data grid simulation layer (as opposed to our lower layer, which is a general purpose parallel simulation engine). Further, the whole system architecture is based on Java technology, while we target C technology and parallel processing, hence endemically increasing the relevance of (and focus on) performance aspects of the simulation environment, which is especially important in the case of real-time re-configuration strategies based on what-if analysis.

Simulation of data grid systems has also been addressed in [13]. In this proposal, the modeling scheme of the data grid is based on Petri nets, which are then solved via simulation. Instead, we proposed a functional model not explicitly relying on modeling formalisms, except for the case of some specific component (such as the CPU). These are anyway modeled via queuing approaches, rather than Petri nets.

Further, one relevant difference between the work in [13] and our proposal lies on that our simulation models are able to simulate complex transactional interactions enabling multiple read/write (namely get/put) operations within a same transaction. Instead, the work in [13] only models single get/put interactions to be issued by the clients. As for this aspect, our approach can be considered as more general.

Finally, a less closely related work to our proposal can be found in [5], where simulation supports for backup data storage systems in peer-to-peer networks are presented. Compared to our present proposal, this work is focused on lower level data management aspects, such as the explicit modeling of actual stable storage devices. Instead, our focus is on distributed dynamics at the level of in-memory data storing schemes, which are independent of stable storage technologies.
3. THE SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

As hinted, our framework has been designed in order to be layered on top of the ROOT-Sim parallel/distributed simulation engine, which offers supports for optimistic synchronization of the simulation objects included within the model. Hence, some of the framework design choices have been taken in order to provide a final structure that is aimed at not hampering the exploitation of parallelism while model execution is in progress. One major choice along this direction has been targeted at reducing to a minimum the presence of simulation objects that may figure out as synchronization bottlenecks, which, in the context of optimistic synchronization, maps onto avoiding the presence of simulation objects whose rollbacks can lead to spreading effects where cascading rollback is induced on many other objects within the model. Particularly, network delays for messages sent across the different components within the simulation model are not simulated by explicitly including a network simulation-object. Instead, each simulation object within the model has the ability to compute network delays associated with simulating message-send operations towards other simulation objects, and to schedule the corresponding message-arrival events onto the destination object.

Overall, our simulation models of data grid systems are mapped onto a system representation only entailing two types of simulation objects: (A) client objects and (B) cache server objects. Having multiple client objects running concurrently on top of ROOT-Sim leads to great exploitation of parallelism while generating the simulated workload of requests towards the data grid layer. On the other hand, having multiple cache server objects running concurrently leads to great exploitation of parallelism while simulating actual data access operations, especially when the simulated configuration entails partial data replication schemes (as typical of when high scalability needs to be provided within the data grid [16]).

As for the latter point, given that our base simulated protocol for cache server coordination is 2PC, upon any 2PC-based coordination action, only those cache servers maintaining copies of the data to be locked need to mutually exchange simulation events. If the degree of replication is limited, as typical of partial replication schemes, the set of servers that coordinate with each other while handling client requests gets reduced, hence leading to simulate the evolution of groups of cache servers along different critical paths in different phases of the simulation run. Again, this likely favors parallelism in the model execution.

In the next subsections we focus on the structure and event patterns of cache server and client simulation objects. Particularly, we focus on their associated skeleton and on the offered supports for easy modifiability of their simulated logic so to allow easy re-implementation of differentiated data grid simulation models, particularly on the side of differentiated concurrency control schemes and supports for distributed transaction atomicity.

3.1 The Cache Server Simulation-Object

A cache-sever simulation object within our framework can be schematized as shown in Figure 1. By the scheme we can identify four main software components:

- the concurrency control (CC); and
- the CPU.

Any simulation event destined to the cache server is eventually passed in input to TM, which acts therefore as a front-end for event processing. Once scheduled whichever event, TM determines the amount of CPU time required for actual processing of the requested activity, which depends on the type of the scheduled event, and on the current CPU load. Hence, the CPU load is updated on the basis of the newly scheduled activity. Then the completion time for the activity is determined, which depends on the current CPU load, and a CPU-complete event is scheduled, at the corresponding simulation time. To determine the CPU delay, the CPU resource has been modeled as a G/M/K queue, which allows capturing scenarios entailing multiple CPU-cores. Although more sophisticated models could be employed (see, e.g., [9]), we relied on G/M/K queues since, in our target simulation scenarios, the core dynamics are associated with contention on logical resources, namely data-objects, rather than physical resources, and on distributed (locking) strategies for the management of atomicity of the updates of distributed/replicated data copies. Hence, communication delays play a major role in the determination of the achievable performance, as compared to CPU delays for processing local activities. As a consequence, the G/M/K queue is expected to reveal adequate for the objectives of the framework. For the same reason depicted above, effects of virtual memory on the latency of operations provided within the data grid simulation model are not explicitly considered.

When a local processing activity gets completed, TM takes again control (via the aforementioned CPU-complete event) and performs the actual updates related to the activity. These updates are different depending on the exact type of event that triggered CPU work.

As for simulation events scheduled by client simulation objects towards the cache servers, the corresponding event-types within our skeleton are listed below:

- begin, used to notify to TM that a new transactional interaction has been issued by some client, which must be processed by the cache server;
- get, used to notify that a read operation on some data...
object has been issued by the client within a transaction:

- **put**, used to notify that a write operation on some data object has been issued by the client within a transaction;
- **commit**, used to indicate that the client ended issuing operations within a transaction, which can therefore attempt to commit.

The handling of the `begin` event at the side of TM in our framework automatically triggers the internal function `setupTransaction`, which simply takes as input the current simulation time and pointers to two records of type `TxInfo` and `TxStatistics`, which are both automatically allocated by the framework and linked to the corresponding records for already active transactions. The actual internal structure of both the `TxInfo` and `TxStatistics` records is simulation-modeler defined, in fact the framework provides a proper header file, named `transaction.h`, where the modeler can specify the structure. The only constraint is that the top standing field of `TxInfo`, must be of type `TxId`. It keeps the transaction unique identifier, automatically generated by the cache server just to facilitate the actual management within model execution.

This is one of the core modules on top of which flexibility of actual model implementation within the framework lies. In fact, with this organization, the modeler can keep track of management information (i.e. `TxInfo`) and statistics information (i.e. `TxStatistics`) associated with active transactions within whichever modeler-defined data structure, which gets automatically allocated and managed by the framework into the heap. The reason for allowing the modeler to exploit two different data types lies on that the content of `TxInfo` is made valid according to a cross cache-server scheme. In fact, it is automatically transferred to remote cache servers when cross scheduling of events is actuated, as we shall discuss. This is relevant in any simulated scenario where some transaction set-up information needs to be made available to remote cache servers for, e.g., distributed contention management purposes. On the other hand, the content of `TxStatistics` is not transferred across different simulation objects, being instead locally handled by the cache server acting as the coordinator of the transaction. In particular, upon finalization of a transaction, TM automatically invokes the module `finalizeTransaction`, which receives in input the current simulation time, and again pointers to both `TxInfo` and `TxStatistics` records so to allow to update them (particularly the statistics). The release of these buffers within the framework is again handled automatically. However, before releasing any of them, a special module `statisticsLog` is called, passing in input pointers to both of them, hence the modeler can finally log, e.g. onto the file system, any provided statistical data. We note that the identification of output operations related to the committed portion of the simulation is done within the framework by exploiting proper `ROOT-Sim` facilities. Hence, only committed output calls area actually reflected within output files.

As for `get` and `put` simulation events, they cause the TM module to simply query (via synchronous procedure invocation) the DM module. This is done in order to get information about what cache servers figure as the owners of the data object to be accessed. In our architecture, the DM module provides this information back in the form of a pointer to a list of cache server identifiers (hence simulation object identifiers), where each record also keeps additional information specifying whether a given cache server is (or is not) the primary owner of a copy of the data object to be accessed. Once TM gets this information, it then determines the pattern of additional simulation events to be scheduled. More in detail, primary ownership has relevance for `put` (namely write) operations on data objects. Instead, `get` operations are not affected by the presence of a primary owner, if any. Let us discuss this aspect in detail.

In case of `get` simulated events, the cache server determines whether it is the owner of a copy of the data object. In the positive case, the read operation on the data object will simply result in an invocation of the CC module on this same cache server instance. Otherwise, `remote_get` simulation events are scheduled (at later time, which models the corresponding request transmission delay) for all the cache servers figuring out as owners of a copy of the data object. Upon their execution at the destination cache sever, which will still entail passing through the simulated CPU processing stage, these events will trigger CC invocations on those cache server simulation objects.

One important aspect associated with the above scheme is that the `get` operation may be blocked at the level of CC, depending on the actual policy for controlling concur- rency. On the other hand, even in case of CC simulated algorithms implementing non-blocking read access to data (as is the case for most data grid products guaranteeing weak data consistency, such as read committed or repeatable read semantics [12], as well as for some optimized data grid architectures providing more strict consistency levels, like update-serializability [16]), the read operation may anyway be blocked in case no local copy exists and needs to be fetched by some remote cache server. This is automatically handled by our framework since the TM module records information on any pending simulated read operation within a proper data structure. When setting up the record for a given operation, information on the remotely contacted cache servers, if any, is also installed. That record will be removed only after processing the corresponding reply simulation events from all those cache servers, which is done for allowing an optimized execution flow for those reply events. On the other hand, the operation is unlocked (and a reply event is scheduled towards the corresponding client) upon the first copy of the data becomes available from whichever cache server, hence after processing the first simulation event associated with a read-reply. Note that this architectural organization automatically covers the case where the transaction operation is blocked locally, due to the current state of CC. In such a case, the contacted-server list will be filled with the identifier of the local cache server, and a read-reply event from this same server (which will be scheduled by the local CC module, as we shall discuss) will be used to unlock the request and schedule the reply towards the client simulation object.

In case of `put` operations (namely data object updates) the corresponding simulation events only trigger the update of some meta-data locally hosted by the cache server, which are embedded into records treated at the same manner as the above mentioned modeler definable `TxInfo` record. These data include the operation identifier, and the key associated
with the data object to be updated. This behavior simulates a simple local update of the transaction write set, which is again reflected into a cross cache sever valid record (in case cross server events for that transactions are scheduled) which we name \texttt{TxWriteSet}. On the other hand, these meta-data are queried upon simulating a \texttt{get} operation to determine whether the data object to be read already belongs to the transaction write set (hence whether the get operation can be served immediately via information within the write set).

In such a case, the simulation-event pattern for handling the \texttt{get} is different from the general one depicted above since it only entails simulating local CPU usage required for providing the value extracted from the transaction write set to the client.

More complex treatments are actuated when handling \texttt{commit} simulation events incoming from the clients. In particular, differentiated simulation event patterns are put in place by TM depending on whether the simulated scheme entails a primary owner for each data object or not. For primary ownership scenarios, the \texttt{prepare} will result in scheduling \texttt{remote_prepare} events towards all the primary cache servers that keep copies of the data to be updated (each event carries the keys associated with the data objects to be updated, which are again retrieved via the \texttt{TxWriteSet} data structure maintained by the cache server acting as transaction coordinator). TM can determine this set of cache servers by exploiting the keys associated with the written data objects (which are kept within the transaction write set). If one of these cache servers corresponds to the server currently processing the prepare request, then, after passing through the CPU processing stage, the local CC module is immediately invoked. At this point we are in a similar situation as the one depicted above for the case of read access to remote data. In particular, for the preparing transaction, the framework logs the identities of the contacted servers, and then waits for the occurrence of \texttt{prepare_reply} simulation events scheduled by any of these servers. For homogeneity, even in case one of the contacted CC module is the local one, the reply from this module occurs via the scheduling of such a \texttt{prepare_reply} event, thus giving rise to the situation where the CC module exhibits the same simulated behavior (in terms of notification of its decisions) independently of whether the prepare phase for the transaction needs to run local tasks on the same cache server, or remote tasks. Hence, the CC module operates seamless of any simulated data distribution/replication scheme. The above simulation-event pattern is only slightly varied in case of non-primary ownership of data objects since the framework will schedule these \texttt{prepare} events for all the servers keeping copies of the data to be updated. This again allows the CC module to operate transparently to the ownership scheme. On the other hand, for both the schemes, in case the \texttt{prepare_reply} events are positive from all the contacted servers, final \texttt{commit} events are scheduled for all of them, which will ultimately result in invocations of the CC module. On the other hand, \texttt{abort} events are scheduled in case of negative prepare outcome. Further, for the case of primary ownership, the \texttt{commit} events are propagated to the non-primary owners, in order to let them reflect data update operations.

Let us now come to details related to the CC simulation module, which represents one core component for our framework architecture. By the above description, this module gets invoked upon the occurrence of \texttt{get} or \texttt{remote_get} events, \texttt{remote_prepare} events, and \texttt{commit} events. However, all the above events are actually intercepted and initially processed by the TM module, which, as said, is the front end simulation-handled within the cache server simulation object. Hence, ultimately, the CC module does even not know whether a requested action is associated with some local or remotely executed transaction. It only acquires as input parameters:

- a pointer to the \texttt{TxInfo} record (recall that, in the simulation flow, the field \texttt{TxId} within this record has been automatically setup by TM upon processing the \texttt{begin} event, while additional transaction information can be defined by the modeler by setting it up via the \texttt{setup-Transaction} module);
- a pointer to \texttt{TxStatistics} (or null if the cache server is not the transaction coordinator);
- the \texttt{type} of the operation to be actuated (read, prepare or commit);
- the \texttt{key} of the data object to be involved in the operation (this is for read operations);
- the \texttt{TxWriteSet} to be used for CC purposes (this is for the prepare case).

On the other hand, CC can reply to invocations by raising to TM the generation of one or more of the below listed events:

- \texttt{TX_WAIT}, indicating that the currently requested operation leads to temporary block the transaction execution;
- \texttt{READ_DONE}, indicating that the data object can be returned to the reading transaction;
- \texttt{PREPARE_DONE}, indicating that the transaction is successfully prepared;
- \texttt{PREPARE_FAIL}, indicating that the transaction prepare stage has not been correctly completed;
- \texttt{COMMIT_DONE}, indicating that the transaction commit request has been processed.

Each of the above events is not directly routed towards the destination simulation object (hence these events are not proper simulation events, but only event generation indications), right because CC is not aware of whether they must represent replies for the local cache server or remote cache servers, or even the client. Hence, within the framework they are intercepted by a proper layer, which buffers these CC triggered event-generation requests so to make them available for actual scheduling (towards the correct destinations), which is actuated by the TM module once it takes control back upon the return of CC. As such, the events triggered by CC can be re-mapped onto actual simulation events to be exchanged across different simulation objects. As an example, \texttt{PREPARE_DONE} and \texttt{PREPARE_FAIL} events are re-mapped and actually scheduled as the aforementioned \texttt{prepare_reply} events, with proper payload (indicating positive or negative prepare outcomes). Further, the CC module can raise the request for issuing \texttt{TIMEOUT}
events, which can be useful in scenarios where CC actions are also triggered on the basis of passage of time.

Overall, the simulation modeler can implement different concurrency control algorithms by completely ignoring data distribution and replication schemes. He only needs to deal with transaction identifiers, basic transaction setup information and relations across different transactions, on the basis of the actual data objects locally hosted. To determine what are the locally hosted data objects, hence the locally hosted keys, CC needs to access a hash table, that gets automatically setup upon simulation startup. On the other hand, the meta-data required to keep relations across active transactions, (e.g. wait-for relations), and the corresponding data structure is completely left to programming by the simulation-modeler. It can be again defined, in terms of types, within the transaction.h header file. On the other hand the actual instance of this data structure, can be accessed via a special pointer which gets passed to the CC module by the framework as an additional input parameter. We note that if the pointer value is NULL, then CC has not yet allocated and initialized the structure, hence this must be done, and the actual pointer to be used in subsequent calls to CC can be setup and returned upon completion of the current CC execution.

Let us go back to the TxInfo record. As we have said, this is modeler defined and can keep track of per-transaction meta-data, which can be exploited by the CC module in order to support the actual concurrency control logic. Let us consider two different examples of how to model via the framework different CC algorithms. One is a classical 2PC based data-grid CC algorithm where every transaction is successfully prepared at any site in case the target data object to be updated is not currently locked upon the prepare request. On the other hand, the second scenario shows how to model cases where the transaction is prepared only in case the target data has a timestamp lower than the transaction timestamp. The examples are presented via pseudo-code for simplicity.

Example One. In Figure 2 we show the pseudo-code defining the entries of TxInfo and some part of the core logic at the level of CC. In this case, TxInfo is not required to keep transaction control information targeted at contention management. Basically it keeps transaction identification information. On the other hand, the base setup for concurrency management can be actuated by simply setting up a wait-for table where transaction identifiers are queued in different rows depending on what other transaction holds the lock they would like to get on a given data object (the top standing transaction is therefore the one to which the lock has been granted). In the pseudo-code we show a scheme where, upon the handling of any prepare request, the associated transaction always gets queued. On the other and upon commit or abort events for a pending transaction, the subsequent one in the wait-for list gets reactivated, with positive reply to the original prepare request.

Example Two. In Figure 3 we show the pseudo-code defining the entries of TxInfo and some parts of the core logic at the level of CC, where this time we have a variation that leads the TxInfo record to keep cross-server control information specifically targeted at data contention management, namely a timestamp value. In this case, differently from the previous scenario, a transaction for which a prepare event has been issued can get successfully prepared only in case its timestamp is greater than the timestamp of any data object accessed in write mode. We note that this time, the CC module, upon setting up the CC-Table needs to take care of setting up meta-data for the explicit maintenance of data object timestamp values.

3.2 The Client Simulation-Object

Client simulation objects have an internal structure that does not need to be changed by the simulation-modeler. In fact, the modeler only needs to specify, via proper configuration files within the framework, what type of distribution must be used for determining the data to be accessed, and what distribution needs to be used for determining the number of operations to be executed within a transaction and the type (read or write) of each operation.

As for this aspect, the framework already offers the possibility to use differentiated access distributions, some of which are analytical, while others have been determined by relying on traces of known benchmarks. Further, the clients can be configured in order to simulate either an open or a closed system. Fort the former case, the simulation modeler needs to specify the rate of generation of transactions at the client side.

As a final note, our clients also embed the possibility to generate the workload by directly relying on traces (rather than on distributions derived from the traces). This was not straightforward given the optimistic nature of the underlying simulation engine. Specifically, the ROOT-Sim optimistic engine manages transparent rollback operations for any in-memory data structure (even if allocated via malloc services), and supports rollback operations for I/O interac-
record TxInfo{
  TxId
  timestamp
  ...
} //end record

CC-module(input: task T, pointer CC-Table){
  if (CC-Table == NULL)
    allocate and initialize [wait-for,DOT] table;
    DOT stands for data-object-timestamp
    // table access keys are data object identifiers
    // entries are lists of TxInfo records or DOT values
  set CC-Table point to the allocated table
  case T.type
    prepare:
    AllPrepareKeys = T.TxWriteSet
    if T.TxInfo.timestamp > CC-Table.DOT[AllPrepareKeys]
      link T.TxInfo to CC-Table[AllPrepareKeys]
      else generate event PREPARE_FAIL[T.TxInfo]
    goto out
    if T.TxInfo not top standing for some key
      generate event TX_WAIT[T.TxInfo]
      generate event TIMEOUT[T.TxInfo]
      else generate event PREPARE_DONE[T.TxInfo]
      goto out
  return CC-Table
} //end CC

Figure 3: Example Two.

tions only in case of output. Instead, input operations are
not automatically rollbackable (since this would entail, in
principle, facilities for management of input data from, e.g.,
an interactive user, which are still not present in ROOT-
Sim). This would lead to problems when subsequent por-
tions of the trace on file are dynamically acquired during the
simulation run. To bypass these problems, we have adopted
a scheme, that operated transparently to the modeler, which
is based on logging onto an apposite temporary file informa-
tion on the amount of bytes read from the trace, which is
also logged into a volatile memory variable. If upon the need
for reading the next fraction of the trace the two values are
not identical, it means that some previous read from the
trace file has been undone by a rollback. In this case the
client simulation object seeks the file pointer to the trace
to the correct position in order to re-execute the correct read
operation for the given portion of the trace, and then up-
dates the two counters to make them coherent again. Again
we note that this mechanism is completely transparent to
the modeler, and hence to the final user.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Validation

Validating a whole framework is not an easy task since it
would entail validating any possible model that is feasible to
be implemented via the framework. On the other hand, for
our framework, feasible models need to rely on specific skele-
on operations, such as 2PC for coordinating the distributed
caches servers. Hence, validating at least one model that ex-
plains such a skeleton would anyhow represent a significant
step. This is exactly the choice we have taken, since we
present validation data obtained by comparing simulation
results with the corresponding results achieved when running
a real-world data grid system, exploiting 2PC, namely
Infinispan by JBoss/Red-Hat [12], on top of a cloud based
infrastructure hosted by Amazon EC2. The used benchmark
for validation is a port of TPC-C [18] (already exploited in,
e.g., [16]) that has been performed in order to allow this
benchmark to be adapted to the < key, value > data model
(rather than the original relation model used in the bench-
mark specification).

As for Infinispan, this is a popular open source in-memory
data grid currently representing both the reference data plat-
form and the clustering technology for JBoss, which is the
mainstream open source J2EE application server. Infinis-
span exposes a pure key-value data model (NoSQL), and
maintains data entirely in-memory relying on replication as
its primary mechanism to ensure fault-tolerance and data
durability. As other recent NoSQL platforms, Infinispan
opts for weakening consistency in order to maximize per-
formance. Specifically, it does not ensure serializability [3],
but only guarantees the Repeatable Read ANSI/ISO isola-
tion level [2]. At the same time, atomicity of distributed
updates is achieved via 2PC. Particularly, in the version
selected for the experiments, namely V5.1, the 2PC proto-
ocol operates according to a primary-owner scheme. Hence,
during the prepare phase, lock acquisition is attempted at
all the primary-owner cache servers keeping copies of the
data-objects to be updated. If the lock acquisition phase is
successful, the transaction originator broadcasts a commit
message, in order to apply the modifications on these remote
cache servers, which are then propagated to the non-primary
owners.

In presence of conflicting concurrent transactions, the lock
acquisition phase may fail due to the occurrence of (possi-
bly distributed) deadlocks. Deadlocks are detected using
a simple, user-tunable, timeout based approach. In our ex-
perimental assessment, we consider the scenario in which the
deadlock detection timeout is set to few milliseconds (rang-
ing from 2 to 5 depending on the actual size of the infrastruc-
ture, namely number of virtualized hosts, on top of which
the cache servers run). Very small timeout values, as the one
we have selected, are typical for state of the art in-memory
transactional platforms [7] since distributed deadlocks rep-
resent a major threat to system scalability, as highlighted by
the seminal work in [10].

The whole test-bed architecture has been deployed onto
an Amazon EC2 environment where both clients and cache
servers run on top of small EC2 instances equipped with 1.7
GB of memory and one virtual core providing the equivalent
CPU capacity of 1.0-1.2 GHz 2007 Opteron or 2007 Xeon
processors. Each machine runs Linux Ubuntu 10.04 with
kernel 2.6.32-316-ec2. We have varied the number of cache
servers between 2 and 4. Also, the number of clients de-
ployed on the infrastructure has been set up to 64. We note
that, although one might think that this is a configuration
with a reduced number of clients, our clients issue TPC-
C transactions towards the cache servers with zero-think
time, which gives rise to sustained workload. Hence we are
emulating the scenario where the clients we deployed onto
the EC2 platform mimic the behavior of front-end servers,
which access the Infinispan in-memory data layer ultimately
hosted by the cache servers (acting as back-end servers).
In other words, we mimic a scenario where they would be
handling multiple non-zero think time interactions by ac-
tual end-clients. As for the transaction access pattern is-
sued by the clients, we have used a model expressing the
corresponding data distribution access specified within the TPC-C benchmark. As a final preliminary note, in these experiments we have considered replication degree of the data objects set to the value 2, which is a typical settings [1].

We have traced the execution of the benchmark in order to determine both (a) the parameters to be used within the simulation model (such as the CPU demand for specific operations, and the average transmission delay between the hosts) and (b) the actual statistics used for validating the simulator. As for point (a), the exact list of measured parameters is reported in Table 1. They all refer to the CPU demand for specific operations at the cache servers, except for the transmission latency. In relation to the latter parameter, in the simulation framework we have adopted a message delay model based on an exponential distribution where the average transmission delay reported in Table 1 expresses the corresponding mean value. We note that such a delay refers to what is observable at the application (e.g. data platform) level, not at the level of actual host-to-host delay (as typical of when pinging the hosts). Hence, it includes, e.g., marshalling/unmarshalling costs at the level of the JGroups group communication layer used by Infinispan.

As for point (b) the validation has been based on the system throughput, for which we report in the plots in Figure 4 both the simulation results and the real measurements taken on the test-bed platform.

By the results we observe good matching between simulated values of the throughput and real ones, with a discrepancy that is bounded by 16%. Such a bound is reached only for the configuration with 2 cache servers and 64 clients. Instead, for all the other considered configurations, the actual discrepancy between real and simulated data is even lower (typically on the order of no more than 10%).

In Figure 5 we provide data related to how the statistical significance of the throughput values computed by the simulator varies vs the wall-clock-time of the simulation run. These data refer to serial executions of the simulation models, carried out on top of the same platform we have employed for demonstrating efficiency and scalability of the parallel runs, whose details will be provided in the next section. The reported data refer to 64 clients, and show how the wall-clock-time requested for achieving high confidence of the produced statistics is on the order of 8 to 12 seconds (depending on the amount of simulated cache servers). For

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Name</th>
<th>Value (msec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>local_tx_get_cpu_service_demand</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>local_tx_put_cpu_service_demand</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>local_tx_get_from_remote_cpu_service_demand</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tx_send_remote_tx_get_cpu_service_demand</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tx_begin_cpu_service_request</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tx_abort_cpu_service_request</td>
<td>0.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tx_prepare_cpu_service_request</td>
<td>0.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distributed_final_tx_commit_cpu_service_request</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cross_node_transmission_latency</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(much) scaled up model sizes, this requirement would likely be significantly higher thus demanding for parallel computation. This point is the objective of the study in the next section.

4.2 Simulation Performance and Scalability

Another aspect of relevance for the presented framework is the actual performance and scalability it can provide while carrying out model resolution. To address this issue and provide quantitativa data in relation to this aspect, we have carried out an experimentation based on simulation models with scaled up size. In particular, we have run experiments with up to 1024 simulation objects where 1/8 of them are cache servers, and the remaining ones are clients.

The simulation runs have been carried out on a clustered architecture relying on a couple of HP Proliant servers. Each server is a 64-bit NUMA machine, equipped with four 2GHz AMD Opteron 6128 processors and 64GB of RAM. Each processor has 8 CPU-cores (for a total of 32 CPU-cores) that share a 10MB L3 cache (5118KB per each 4-cores set), and each core has a 512KB private L2 cache. The operating system is 64-bit Debian 6, with Linux kernel version 2.6.32.5. Overall, across the two servers a total number of 64 CPU-cores have been used.

We have performed experiments where we have measured the event rate, namely the cumulated amount of committed events per wall-clock-time unit, which is a typical indicator for the speed of model execution in the context of optimistic parallel/distributed simulation engines. We have measured this parameter while increasing the size of the simulation model (as said up to 1024 simulation objects) and while adopting two different deploy strategies of the simulation objects across the cluster. Particularly, in one strategy we hosted the simulation objects on different simulation kernels that are deployed as much as possible on the same machine. When no more CPU-cores on this machine are available for additional simulation kernel instances, then the second machine starts to be used (we refer to this deploy as block-deploy). In the other hand, in the second strategy the different kernel instances that are added while the simulation platform is resized are deployed onto the two machines according to a round robin scheme. The two different deploys allow us to observe the simulation system performance while varying the ratio between local (inter-machine) event scheduling and remote one.

The achieved results are shown in Figure 6, where the symbol K indicates the number of used simulation kernel instances (hence the number of CPU-cores exploited in the run). Also, we have reported the data by providing different curves that are representative of iso-scaling in terms of both model complexity (total number of simulation objects) and underlying computing power (number of used CPU-cores). By the results we see how while the iso-scaling factor grows, the performance delivered by the simulator tends to stay stable or to get reduced by no more than 25%, which is an indication of how the simulation framework tends to scale well while hosting larger models onto larger computing platforms. Although not explicitly plotted, quite similar speedup values have been observed with the less favorable round-robin deploy.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have addressed the issue of simulating in-memory data grid platforms on high performance simulation engines. This is relevant when considering that these platforms are commonly adopted in cloud based environments, thus being good candidates for integration with dynamic reconfgurations strategies. In this context, our framework can provide supports for timely what-if analysis and validation of specific reconfguration strategies. Also, the framework is flexible, in terms of ability to model differentiated data grid systems (e.g. characterized by different concurrency control schemes). Experimental data for validating the framework skeleton and for assessing the actual performance while supporting model execution are also reported.
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